In order to obtain the stated result involving arbitrary equations, it is necessary to consider the smallest set Φ of operations on A, such that Φ contains all additive operations on A and is closed under composition of operations. The fact that the elements of Φ are not in general additive complicates the proof of the Jonsson-Tarski theorem. As a by-product of our work we obtain, in the case of a complete Boolean algebra A, a characterization of Φ in terms of equational identities which generalize the notion of additivity.
In § 1 we present three results, needed in the sequel, concerning finite intersections of ultrafilters in an arbitrary Boolean algebra A. In § 2 we introduce various sets of operations (on an arbitrary Boolean algebra) with which we shall be concerned, and we discuss the relations among them. In § 3 we associate with each operation / on A a canonical extension /* on A*, and prove our basic results about them. Finally, in § 4, we indicate several ways in which the results of § 3 can be strengthened.
Thoughout this section we consider an arbitrary Boolean algebra
We use the term filter to denote what is sometimes called a dualideal, i.e., a nonempty set Igi which is closed under and is such that whenever xeX and x ^ y then also y eX. We use the term ultrafilter to denote maximal proper filters of 2t; these are filters X such that for every xeAwe have either x e X or -x e X, but not both. Proof. Assume that Y3 f\ i<n X t and that for each i < n -1 we have Y Φ X { . We shall show that we must have Y = X % _ L .
From our second assumption we conclude that for each i < n -1 there is some y { eY such that -y t e X t . Putting y = /7 ί<w _ 1 τ/ ί we conclude that y e Y and -# e Π«n-i X% From the latter, we see that for every x e X n -X we have (-y + x)eΓii<nXi , and hence by our assumption that Γ3 Π;< % -X* we have ( -?/ + aj) e F for every x e X w _i. But ye7 and F is a filter; hence x e Y for each x 6 X % _!, that is, X % _ L £ F. Since F and X n _ t are ultrafilters, this shows that Y = X % _i, as claimed.
In order to formulate our second result about finite intersections of ultrafilters, we introduce notation which will be used heavily in the sequel. If X is any set, we denote the cardinal number of Xby |X|. Proof. To prove necessity, assume that Y -Γ\ j<m X 3 for some ultrafilters X o , , X m _ 19 and consider any ^gi such that \Z\ ^ m + 1 and ΣZ = 1. From this last equation we see that for each j < m there is some ^^ e Z such that £,• e X 5 . But then f|i<m -3Γ, -Π o m Z is nonempty as claimed, since it contains the element z Q + + z m^. To prove sufficiency, recall that every proper filter Y can be extended to an ultrafilter and is the intersection of all such ultrafilters. Assume, therefore, that there exist m + 1 distinct ultrafilters X o , , X m such that Y^f\ j<m+1 Xj; we shall show that there is some Zg A such that I Z\ = m + 1, ΣZ = 1, and Fn^ = 0.
Since X o , , X m are distinct ultrafilters we can find elements x 0 , , x m _ lf with α^ G Xy for each i < m, such that ^^ g X, , and hence -a?y e X iy whenever j Φ i, i = 0, , m. Putting x m = /7 y<m -x ά we infer that $ m eX m while -x m eX 5 for each j < m. The elements %o> φ ">%m are distinct (indeed, they are pairwise disjoint, nonzero elements of A), so that if we put Z -{x Q1 , Putting t = Σ i<p Zi we thus have t e σ p Z and t e W by (ii). This proves (i), and completes the proof that (i) and (ii) are equivalent.
2Φ
We again consider an arbitrary Boolean algebra and we now define certain sets of operations on A with which we shall be concerned in § 3 below. For any positive integer n we denote by n A the w-fold Cartesian power of A, and for any xe n A and each i < n we let a^ be the i th projection of x on A. An w-place operation on A is simply a function from n A to A. In the following definition we use the notations x + y and x ^ y where x, y e n A. The operation + and the relation <^ are here understood to be those of the Boolean algebra n 2t, so that (x + y) ά = x 3 -+ y d for each j < n, and x ^ y if and only if (x 3 -rg y ά for every j < n). Also, if i, % are positive integers such that j < n, and if #, y e M., we use the notation x = 5 y to mean that Xι = ^ for all i ^ i, i < w. From such an equationai characterization of Φ x one sees that the 1-additive operations are precisely those operations called additive by Jonsson and Tarski in [2] . Obviously for each positive integer p we have Φ C P QΦ P and so Φ c ω QΦ ω . The following theorems give other relations among the sets defined in 2.1, and some basic properties of these sets which will be useful in the sequel. Assume that feΦ p . If | X\ ^ p + 1 we see that equation (*) will hold directly from 2.1. Consider, therefore, any q ^ p + 1. Let us make the induction hypothesis that the equation -(*) holds whenever \X\ <^ g, and consider an arbitrary set Y -{y {0) , --,y {q) } containing q + 1 distinct elements of n A such that for some j < n we have
(ί) = y {i) for i = 0, , g -2 and £ (<? -υ = 7/ (9 -1} + y (q) . Setting X rr= {χ (0) , ..., x^-v} we obviously have x {i) = 3 x {k) for all i, fc < g, and so we can apply our induction hypothesis to obtain (1) f ( (1) and (2) gives (3 The converse inequality follows by 2.3, which gives feΦ q by 2.1. This proves 2.5. REMARK 2.6. In general we have Φ p {%^)Φ q {%) when p < q. For example, let A be the set of all binary relations on ω (the set of all natural numbers), and consider the Boolean algebra st = <i4, u, n, -, 0, 2 ω>.
To obtain an operation in Φ 2 which is not in Φ 19 consider the 1p lace operation f on A such that fx = x; x for every xe A. (Here x; x is the relative product of the relation x with itself, so that for any i, j eo) we have </£, jy e fx if and only if there is some keo) such that (i, kyex and <7b, jy e x.) To see that f$ Φ u consider the relations x = {<Ό, V}} and y -{<(1,2>}. Clearly fx = fy= 0, but /(a U 2/) = {<0, 2>}; hence /(x U 2/) Φ fx U /?/. On the other hand it is easy to see that for any relations z 0 , z 19 z 2 e A we have
This idea is easily elaborated to obtain a 1-place operation
. Simply take /L to be the operation / above, and set f p+ι x -(f P x) m 9 % for each xeA. n A and j < n let X 5 -{x ά \ x e X}, and set
In order that fεΦ p (resp., feΦ c p ) it is necessary and sufficient that for every finite JS W 4 (resp., every XQ n A such that ΣX exists in n %) we have
Proof. The sufficiency of (*) is immediate from the fact that whenever Ig n A, and for some j < n we have x = 5 y for all x, y e X, then X + -X. Necessity is proved by induction on n. In case n = 1 we see that (*) follows directly from 2.4 (resp., 2.1 (iii)), since X + = X for any Igi. Now make the induction hypothesis that (*) holds for any w-place operation feΦ p (resp., feΦ c p ).
Consider any (n + l)-place g eΦ p (resp., geΦ c p ), and any XQ {n+1) A such that X is finite (resp., such that ΣX exists in (%+1) 9I). For each x e {n+l) A let y ix) e (%+1) A be such that yf = {ΣX) ό for each j < n and y { n x) = x n . Let Y = {y {x) : x e X). Clearly ΣY = ΣX and y -n z for all y, zeY; hence our hypothesis on g yields (1) g ( A, clearly Σ(X') exists in M and Σ(X') = (ΣX)'. Also (X') + -(X + )\ Hence we can apply our induction hypothesis to the w-place operation /, obtaining
But by definition of / we have
n^ t n ) = gu by (3) and definition of y {t) .
Hence from (4) we get
Finally, for any v e σ p (X + ') we have fv = gw for some w e σ p (X + ), as we see from the definitions of / and X + by taking w, = v ά for each j < n and w n -t n , and recalling that t e σ p X (cf. (3)). Hence (5) yields ( 6 ) gu^ Σ{gw: w e σ p (X+)} .
Since u was chosen as an arbitrary element of σ p Y, we can combine (1) with (6) to obtain
Putting (2) and (7) (1) h is monotonic.
Now consider any X£M. and j < n such that x -5 y for all x,yeX; assume X is finite (resp., ΣX exists in n %). For any i < n we obtain, from our hypothesis on g { and 2.4, From the way in which X was chosen, this shows that heΦ r (resp., heΦ c r ), as claimed in 2.10.
In § 3 we shall show how each / e Φ p {%) can be extended to an /* e Φj(9ί*), the algebra 3ί* being complete and atomistic. In the following two theorems we find that the class Φ£(33) has a particularly simple character for any Boolean algebra 33 which is complete and atomistic. Proof. Since q -n p, we see that for each k < q there exist unique i < p and j < n such that k = j-p + i. Thus we can define s G β{0, , w -1} by the rule that Let / be any w-place operation, /eΦj(SS). Then define # to be the g-place operation on B such that, for any x e q B, by (2) . Then, since Σ i<p a 5 . p+i = δ^ for each j" < n, by (12), we conclude that fb ^ ^rx by (3). Since b is an arbitrary element of σ p (C ιw) ) f this shows that can be obtained from some geΦ^) by (*), involves the Stone extension algebra S3*, and so will be deferred until § 3.
We conclude this section with a lemma about arbitrary/G ^(Sί), which will be used to derive the fundamental properties of the extension /* of / to be defined in § 3. Proof. In the algebra n % consider the set B = {x e n A: fxeY} .
By hypothesis (b) we have
Also, since / is monotone and 7 is a filter, we see that
Using (1) and (2) :teσ p Z} .
Also from the definition of x {t) we can see that for any s, s'eS we have s= d s\ Since S is finite and feΦ p by hypothesis, we can therefore apply 2.4 to conclude (12) f(ΣS) = Σ{fr:reσ p S}.
By (7) and the definition of x {t) we see that Σ zez x {z) = 1, and hence ΣS = w. Since weBhy (10) and (3), it follows that f(ΣS) e Y. Since Y is an ultrafilter by hypothesis, we then infer from (12) that freY for some r e σ p S. Thus, by (11), we get f (w-x {t) ) e Y for some t e σ p Z, contradicting (10).
The contradiction arises from our assumption (8). We have thus shown that for every Z^A such that | Z\ ^ p + 1 and ΣZ = 1, we have (Wj Π o p Z) Φ 0. Furthermore, by (5) we see that in Case 2, Wj is a proper filter of St. Hence we can apply 1.3 to conclude that there must exist ultrafilters
, X p _ x ) we then have:
(13) Condition (iii) of Lemma 2.14 holds in Case 2.
We see from (4), (6), and (13) that our proof is complete.
3. Throughout this section we consider an arbitrary Boolean algebra and its Stone extension §i* = <A*, u, n,,~, 0, J>, where J is the set of all ultrafilters of 2t, and A* is the set of all subsets of J. We let θ be the canonical isomorphism whereby St is represented in SI*, so that θx = {Xe J: xeX} for each xeA.
Our principal task is to show how each element of Φ ω (A) may be suitably extended to an operation on A*. Since the operations on A* with which we deal are w-place operations, we shall be concerned with various elements Ge n (A*).
With respect to such elements we shall have occasion to deal with Boolean operations upon and relations between them, referring to the Boolean algebra % (St*). Notationally, we shall write GQ in) H, for example, to indicate that G ό £H ά for each j < n; or we shall use \JiViG (ί) to denote the element H of n (A*) such that for every j < n we have H 3 = \JieiG ι /K Finally, if Ge B (i*), we shall frequently have occasion to refer to "subsets" G f ξΞ= {n) G which are finite, meaning thereby that for each j < n, G) is a finite subset of Gj', since G) is a finite set of ultrafilters on A, Π (GJ) is a filter, and if x e n A, we write x e {n) (f| (%) G') to indicate that x ά e (fl (?ί) for each j < w. DEFINITION 3.1. To each w-place operation f on A we associate an n-place operation /* on A*, as follows. For any Ge n (A*) we set we have also i/e (w) (Π (Λ) &')• Therefore if G is finite, the conclusion of 3.3 follows directly from 3.1. We wish now to show that for every fe Φ ω (9ί),/* is an extension of / with respect to the canonical embedding 0 of 31 into SI*. In this connection, if xe n A we use the notation θ (n) (x) to indicate the element <? G *(A*) such that β(x ά ) = G ό for each i < n. Suppose that we define a class ,SP of structures by means of a system of axioms each having the form of an equational identity. Then by 3.5, 3.8 and 3.9 we can conclude:
If every structure of £f is a Boolean algebra with partial operators, then each S3 e Sf can be extended to a complete, atomistic
If we start with a Boolean algebra 21 which is complete, the extension Theorem 3.5 provides us with a simple method of constructing all operations of Φ ω (2l). The method of construction is described in the following definition. DEFINITION 3.11. For any positive integers n and p, let Γ n , p = the set of all functions mapping A* into A* . Now assume that 21 is complete. Then for each a e Γ n>p define f a to be the w-place operation on A such that, for any x e n A we have:
In case 2X is not complete, we define /" only for those a e Γ n>v such that, for every xe n A, the product indicated on the right side of equation (*) Combining (6) with (2) and (3), and comparing the result with 3.11 (*), we find that 4* There are two ways in which we may try to strengthen the results of the preceding section. First, we may seek a set of operations, containing Φ ω as a proper subset, to which we can extend such Theorems as 3.5, 3.8, and-in some fashion-3.9. Second, we may try to enlarge the scope of 3.8 to include other sentences, besides the equational identities described there, which are preserved in passing from SI to SI*. Actually, both of these ways are possible.
Let us consider, first, the problem of enlarging Φ ω . An examination of the proofs of 3.5, 3.8, and 3.9 shows that they all rest on Lemma 2.14. This lemma, in turn, is based on the following property possessed by each w-place operation feΦ p :
There exists a positive integer, p, such that whenever Y is an ultrafilter of 21, X is a finite subset of n A, and f(ΣX) e Y, then we have fteY for some t e σ p X. The fact that the integer p is uniform for all ultrafilters Y is not essential for deriving the lemma, except for that part of the conclusion which specifies that the sets G d satisfy the condition \G S \ ^ p. If we are willing to weaken this part of the conclusion to assert simply that each G 3 is finite, we can weaken the hypothesis by letting p depend on Y. This observation motivates the following definition in which 21, as in earlier sections, is assumed to be an arbitrary Boolean algebra. DEFINITION 4.1. We define ^ (51) to be the set of all those operations / on A, of any number n of places, such that for every ultrafilter Y of SI there exists a positive integer p with the following property: Whenever X is a finite subset of n A such that f{ΣX) e Y, then fteY for some t e σ p X.
Obviously Φ ω (2I) S -f(SI). That this inclusion is proper can be seen from the following example. 
